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':>111·, theala ut1111ea two aajor example, to demonstrate 
p la r1 ri i T'i r: J f t ~1 " !i tr lJ -c t u rt~ t.)". r ,, ... '.'.:I - '!' tt ,.· . ".'"· r.t 
'· • •···J·c •,f,, •• , 1 
. . t .., c~ ·Q , t, ' •-t..1 .. j i..., .. ..._ ', .... i.,-
Tha sr~cor1d exa::itJlP is 
~ 
, 1 r ~ f tl ··  • . . !T· r.  l in · ,,.... ....... ,, - ·. ·. ·, a n r ~> , .. • e .. , J .. ... . • . ,J ... . • a . . o r~ ,,. nyot~m acquisition for a police 
po 1 i c e f) e i·1 av 1 or mu r; t !J e c ;) r, r; i d e re d • 
A number of implemented cha.nges to Info-Ciaion are 
descrihed, and the effectiveness of these changes, as applied 
t O the-- t IA/ 0 e X' ,·~ r ., ,·) 1 n (~' ·i ' ' {::, '\~a· l l , r- ·t p {·j 
. , ... .. d , . ._. . c; , ., .. _ , ) . / ,/ , .i. ct ._, . • 
~ Finally, a number of 
recommended irni)ro·vemer1ts to the mocie 1 ,1re su,:_;gested, esp·ec-
ially to facilitate analyses envolving several levels of 







A. Ba.cke,round Infof!!!t1on on Info-Clolon-1 
1. Basic Conc~11tB 
iu a new nPtwork mod~lllne technique 
developed 1 ' • ~ •• ' . f: "• .,..., ~. ";. "' . r, , ~ . .r p r- n l t . • 
• J,~ : • + ..... ,._ •. 1 )_ " ¥ .... ... ·- • _) _,. '_. , . . 
which ia sp·ecificall)' desi~od to M<)del i~vPatrnor1t rlecision 
svstems--a~rien of relat~<l invPetmnnt doclai,ns aet in a ..., 
te ,.... nr·t!"'"1 1 ,:.,·•\:- .~ .,. .... ,\~ .mr~ ~") •· i, j I • ,, (1,, • · . • l _. l., ,l, '·· •• , , • .. ·· • l, • 
. 
his own investment objectives, e.g. maximize expected return, 
most orobable future, aspiration level, and maximize ex-~ ~ 
pe C t 8 d ll ti 1 i t ~)' • The tirne \'a.lue r>C rro:r1e,1 is accounted for 
• 
by discounting future reventies and expe11ses back to their 
present value at the time each decision is made. All expenses, 
revenues, and elapsed times for activity completion can be 
described as probability distributions defined in terms of a 
pessimistic estimate, a most likely estimate, and an 
optimistic estimate as is done in PERT. 
A FORTRAN IV computer program simulates an Info-
Cision network read from punched cards. These cards des-
cribe the two basic elements of a network: the nodes (events) 
and directed branches (activities) which define paths between 
nodes, 
The system produces two basic types of output. One 
type provides information about the time at which events. 
are apt to occur, and the J>robabili ty that they will occur, 
2 
!'.:I , ... t t - ' ! l "la • fl. "!ti· -q 1. 5,.41 ~ ti~ \. f, . .... lo,. .j. 'f ll"!!' ,_ . .._ • -~. ,_. -. a·. ·.,. . i 1· . i_ ... , • .. 2 , • • .,... 1_ ,. , • ._ ~- .· .i ~ .. ')•'J·•·," . , .,,,1 · ..... , r ,· ,. i ,, . ,!W, t., • • / .,. . __. '* ~· .} kl .- ,J. 'I- ·... ,. ·• .;. - , ~. ' ,,, ~ ' ., r .,. of tho 
preaer1t worth or all poenil·:lo rutur·o outcomert w>1lch could 
concoivably ba reached from each dQcleion node. 
i~Dortant network 
tee hni q ue o ! ... ·hi.ch 
sit~?1if icarrtlj' to its dovolo1Jmllnt. Section 2 f.!:<ami11ea 
de'/e ~.J~)n1er1t8 .it1 decision treos and their anal::,1 sis. Section J 
. 
e X a rn ·_1 1 , r, • ~ , ..:i ,·r () .,. ... f • • • I O< .... , • ·I ' "" J ('--:-.~ ,. ~ • .. j_ :_ . ' 1· 11 . t h i ., •· ' I • ,· r ,/' n-, ( ( . t:1" r1 E 1.. ft }... .. .. • ) e .... 1 n L.) ., e c . n q u e, 
Emphasis ir, these two sections will be or1 asr)ects of these 
network techniques which were most important in the develop-
ment of Ir1fo-Ci si on. 
2. Decision Tree Analysis 
Of the many net\.YorJc modelling techniques that were 
developed before Info-Cision, the decision tree is speci-
fically oriented to modelling of decision systems. The basic 
tree depicts a series of connected decision nodes and chance 
nodes with each path ultimately leading to a monetary payoff. 
Decision nodes represent points at which the decision maker 
must choose one of several known alternatives. Chance nodes 
represent random events for which the probabilities are 
known or can be estimated. The final payoff represents the 
net of all revenu~s and expenses i~curred by having followed 
that particular path. Figure 1-1 is a simple illustration 
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Node I~ode Nodes 8nd Caloulqt1on Pos1t1on Nurnber Type Outco~P-8 Value Userl 1n 
C~lc1llc.ttion 
2 Chq_nce A, B ( • 3 ) ( - 6 't + ( • 7 ) ( l.i- ) - 1.0 -~ Chi:J.nce . C. D ( G 9 . 
- 1 .t + { • 1 ) ( 19 ) - '3o0 -4 Dec1s1on s. ~, M9.x i ,Jo Op ~oO) ).0 ~ --3 Chance ! i 
' 
F I) G ( 06} ( '3)+( o2) (Q) 
+(~?)(1) 
- ?. .. 0 1 :>ecision 2. 3 Max(l.O, 2e0) - 2.0 -




- -· \ 
a,na l :,'r. tr,~ tho trer, b~l cal eta lat 1 ,,, pool t 1 on va luea aa dea-
~ 1 , ' • fl · ·"' ...... • 1 - ,. ., - .. ·•.· 1"" '. 1 .. "' .,,. · 'l • · h 
,,. 1' •- _} ""' '\" ,,,. "' 0- ' ; •; • ~ " .,,. ill j,. ~ -.- ~ ~ ..,. ! ~ ~ • 
alternati'10 at eac}1 declAion 11odo bH.aed on maxirniiing expected 
mo11ctat·\~ vrt1ur- (:·::i·~1) .,J!~ a.11 p(JOttib;l~ !~uti1r·p ovor1tH. The 
"" -
•, i h : . ( .. 'i ,_--.. t· n ,... t g· 
"·• .... J. ,; ...,c:;.~ . 
t '"'" . . . ,.. . I -•-,. "t ~,·•· t--1-· a . ~ ~ . o r J • ,, r. .. ,_} ... ,. e r Jl. " f • 0 .•. _,. (• -. r n ri_.·-'I ' n, ~·1 (' , .. ,, .. !,.. • • - ..r '<-> f~ \ . ,. • ... -.,,,. ' ' .... ,_.· _"'l · .. • :·"·. r _r_l ) a•·"' d !J<'r_,.,a•--"' '-.; .1;1 M • tl 
left\.;arr1 cal cu la tes the Er,:v at each r1ode--the so-called 
pos.i t ior1 \ralt1e--v1hich :1east1res ti10 bent payoff ex;1ectation 
•~ )-. ') -t r"'-_ ' o· 1· 1 ... , 1' '] n .• , ":J r~ d l, • 1 <. l. l.. • • • ., \._ • • I Cl.. . . t 
procedure is \rery similar to dynamic For a 
chance node, the posi tior1 value is a weiehted sum of E~':,l's 
for patl1s lead.inc from the chance node, each E:,:v \¥eiehted 
by the probability that the path will be taken (the chance 
ev~nt will occur). For a decision node, the position value 
is calculated as the maximum EMV of all paths leading from 
the decision 11ode ( all possible al terna ti ves). The "rolling-
backward" procedure continues until the initial node is 
reached, 
The time value of money can be considered in this 
model by discounting all future payoffs back to the present 
time; i.e. using net present values (NPV) instead of 
absolute monetary amounts. 
The basic decision tree technique can also be 
adapted to accommodate a nonlinear perception of the value 
of money, typically decreasing the perceived worth·of each 
5 
.I 
add1 tlonal dolla.r. Thia ad.aptation require• det.ln1 tlon or 
the deciolon makar•n utility curv"--a function of dollara 
Wh··'r~~ rp.f"}or-tt1 • .,;fi v:tll't1 tj~~.,·:,-. ...... 1 ~ . ., "" • • ' ~ .. -_ .,. ; -~_..,.7 ,_, -I' ill --- 41: • • ._ ' ' --·~ .... It- f i .t ..-..,, ., • ~ t I"' ·t· , f. ... :I t. • ... . • A 
't (· 1 ~ r l ·, • • ~ : .. '. ' , · ·~·· , t i ,. r, !.. """" 1 F • ·, A "' r a-. t 
'f. 't 1 t · -i i, I .j, " .... '--· ~ i \.,·, f/>- .... ·~jl ' ,.; i• ' ,, -t .• s ;. ' 
.. 
each JJayot·r, ar:d tho roll-back J)roceduro can calculate ex-
pected utility position values. 
The c!ecisior1 tr·ee methodology thus far discussed 
prodt1ce ar1 ir1complete an(i rriisleadinc ;t11al}rsifJ. Results 
based on sing;le "l)est guess" estimates do not provide enough 
information to the typical decision maker, who often must 
consider the uncertainty of decisions as well as maximizing 
EMV. 
Hespos and Strassman (5) have incorporated the 
techniques of risk analysis simulation into the decision 
tree approach and called the resultant technique Stochastic 
Decision Trees. This technique makes extensive use of 
probability distributions rather than relying exclusively 
on the chance node to discretely approximate all probab-
. 
alistic events. 
The technique essentially entails a simulation of 
all possible sequences of decisions, developing a risk 
curve--a cumulative probability distri buti·on function of 
the outcome for each possible path. As a shortcut, two 
methods are considered for eliminating decision alternatives 





•. 1 t ......... ~ .. ··-. "· . ... i.· ... ,, __ r·.-.. .. .. ~ ~ ... · ... ,.,,., 1. "..r'I,. ?.""' i. • ... ·~. ·.t ,- ~ •. i ........ I',, ~ "t ,-t .. , ·~· ( "f. ·1 • ,· • , l .... , ; . :~ •-• J --. 'If ~ f; l" J l'ff , . ..J q l ! ' • 'F I f " ~ !. -· .J .,. • ~ I • \. .:..._<' -, l:_ i .,. .J ~ .. -, '· ~ €..C. -· , · . · !' -¥ .. 411< ...... 'N" '4 ,... __ . . ·ti f ·1- ·- • . f 4, ;j ... !" ~ ·,. ·• . II!" • y 'I. •. ·1· ·r 'l 1, rt t ~1 0 r ' . .... • .... i 'J . ; ' 
a 1 te rr:11 ti vo for the t1amo rtoc i u l t>r1. -r· h - "Ac ,, •. "' ·1 . • fl • I '\? . · V • •• ( 
to ol1m1nato an nlt"rr~tive fro~ connideration during a 
over1t JJaases some spec!-
Since the final result of the simulation is a 
cumulat_ivp J)rot)a.bilit~l d.intribution for each possible 
~ ! • • Se r.·1. l.l ''•' ('_-, ;"') ,-\, ~ '. '('• C' ' ,.. i .--.. l"\ ro '-1.. '•· \ • , .;-' ~- ..-, -. ilo o._ ,,;• .. ,1., * _} ,....._ -,111 • j '_") , t l1e ··1 -r~.,,.. 1 ·.·,,....·"'· rntlf"' .. m· ar.uall ·· choose • , c i. • • ti ... . ) . -, L • . • .i. '"'1 !.., , • _ .... j ' " 
• 
fit. TJ1e Stocliastic Decision rrree is strictly an ar1alytic, 
and not an optimizing technique. 
J, Graohical Evaluation and Review Technique (GERT) 
The G·rap}1ical F,\raluation and Review Technique 
(GERT) is a network technique which combines the disciplines 
of flov15ra1)11 theory, mon1ent generating functions, and PERT 
to obtain a solution to stochastic problems through simula-
tion. The elements of a GERT network are nodes and directed 
branches connecting the nodes. 
Whitehouse (7) has shown applications of GERT in 
analyzing a variety of management decisions. For this type 
of application, GERT nodes are interpreted as event 
occurrences and directed branches between nodes are inter-
preted as activities which must be performed in order for 






event to l>o roallt«1(1, And or1co ro:11.::!nd, a:1 O\''lt:t ca:: be 
ape c i 1· i o {J to ,_: o ri o 1· zt to o i the r {to t {l r rr, i 11 l o t l c or prob a l1 a l l o t 1 o 
o 11 t ; ; \ ; t n • 1 :J den l g,ned to hand lo reed-
.. ~ f, p .. _. · ... ,~)-!~~ 
•• ;.,ri - .... 
\Vhi teh(Jt1ne deocribes a GERT analysis or expendl-
tur·es 011 a research ar1t1 development project w}-,ere manat~ement 
i • • l • *' m 1- l r:- .,., I l r• :" i i ' n \ I • f 1. • -. _- - I - 0 .,. ~ .... ...) l.--t ... ' - '· ~ , • • .. • , l", ii- ... ' -· • l)rojec t or to proceerl with 
r. ,.-.,. \, . ; ' r_ 'J ! ~ 11 r • _,l._ -
. • ~ -· ' f i .. '- - J - -" -- • A r; P. c ~) ! 1 d 
exarntJle concerno an ec()11om1c clecisior1 of wher1 to rerJair a 
a ,. 
broker1 mact1ine. A third ma.naeement decision example pre-
se11tccl b ~.r 'N h .i t P h c) t1 !'3 e c on c er r1 s a c h o i c e 
- .... of the best alterna-
ti ve plan for an adver-ti sir1~~ carnr)ait~11. 
GERT however has several shortcomings for analyzing 
investment decisions. It does not account for the time value 
of money, and it severely limits what can be done in the way 
of rislc analysis, since it provides for only one estimate of 
each cost or revenue associated with an activity. Continuous 
distributions can be only approximated using the probabalisti.c 
output option available for nodes. 
Additionally GERT, lilre the Stochastic Decision 
Tree discussed in the previous section, is strictly an 
analytic tool which does no optimizing. For a complex net-
work of interrelated decisions, this can be a severe short-
coming in that each plausible sequence of decisions must be 




- a EFT ·zz 
. ,,:~ l:
1 
:-:' •: ' •• •}, t' . ~· .. ~. 
Ii'". : '':, 1. •. : • ·- •• ,· ··._: .. ,-;: 
a. 
1. . ...., 'I _.-... "' -. f ~- 'f ~ J ._f '1 .. ' " ,· .. , 
-- ---~-- --~ 
aimulation model which would incorporate the following 
(a) Ch(>icP of ;1 ,,ariety of pOJ)Ular decision 
criteria used by management a maximize ex pee ted re t~tirn, 
most t,rol)al'1le future, anoiratior1 level, a.11d maximize ex-. ~ 
oe c t r~ d 11 t i 1. i t · / • !) i f ~~ r, r e !1 t c r i t e I"' i ;·1 r1 a. \' t· e !:; r' e c i f i ,? d a t . ,.._, 
_.... 
differer1t decision makers within the S)'s·tc:n, a..r1d to reflect 
changin~ objectives with the passage of time. The model 
ootirn i z es t 11.e 11e tv.· 01~J:, se lee ti 11g the "'best.. al terna ti ve at ... 
each decision node, accordi11e; to t11e specified criterion. 
(b) Provide cost and revenue nodes so that these 
items can be described at the point in time at which they 
occur rather -than at a terminal payoff. Provide for the time 
value of money through specification of an interest rate of 
return used to discount all cash flows baclr to present worth 
at the time that a decision is made. 
(c) Allow for specification of information feed-
back within the decision system. 
(d) Provide for certain logical operations in the 
network through use of voting strategies--requirements on 
the number of activities feeding into a node which must 
complete before the node is reali·zed. 
I-9 
a . '\ o. • .. , • ' Mi ( ft •• \ ,.. l'li. n .. 1 m a··· ta . .J lj .. · 1 J It. :'Ill> • • ··• .. • , !l,. >lie ..... l,;'I" ·.. ~ .. ' ••.• ...• . . g • 
" 
a moat likely 
(() 
and t!mlna of oven,t occ11rror-tco ~;. ant1 the ri ak ct1rva for 
·.;.J, 
each decision alternative. 
2 f"\- J • . ,.., • t . • ~ c 1 s .1 ·J r1 ,., r 1 · -e r 1 a 
Th .i r:;. u cl c· ~, j ·J1: : r: a more com pre hensi ,,e look at the 
decision criteria which are included ir, I11fo-,:;i3i~):·~ tc> 
accommo(late sor11e of the common manat;ement objectives in 
e v a 1 t1 ~1 t i :-1 ·-· :-11 :~ 0 r r: ~~;, t i \' e ~> • I 11 c o r : L) r :1 t i o r1 o f t he s e c r i t e r i a 
··~ . 
directl~y in ·t11e model is probably tl1e single most important 
contribution of Info-Cision to computerized decision 
analyses. 
The nature of a decision criterion between alterna-
tives is a rule which chooses the "best" of several 
alternative risk curves, or finds two or more equally "good•. 
Mi·lnor ( 2) cites a variety of desirable properties for a 
decision criterion, not all of which can in general be 
satisfied in a single criterion. In selecting candidate 
decision criteria to include for use in the Info-Cision model, 
one property--transitivity--is absolutel¥ required; i.e. if 
the criterion chooses alternative A to B and B to C·, then 
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altorr1atl voe. 
Tal~ln 1-2 cn11tainn ori..~plP. data for three hypo- ~ 
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Three Sar.11J J.e A 1 te rr:c1 ti ve s 
Maximize Expected Return 
This decision criterion chooses the alternative with 
the highest mathematical expectation for return (NPV). This 
is the summation of all possible returns, each multiplied 
by the probability of it occurring. For the sample alterna-
tives of Table 1-2, 
E(i) = (.01)(-1) + (.04)(0) + {.10){1) + (.15)(2) 
+ (.25)(3) + (.20)(4) + (.15)(5) + (.05)(6) 
+ (.03)(7) + (.02)(8) = 3.36 
E(ii) =.(.09)(-1) + (.10)(0) + (.11)(1) + (.12).(2) 
+ (.ll)(J) + (.10)(4) + (.10)1)) + (.10)(6) 
+ (.10)(7) + (.08)(8) = J.J6 
11 
t : 
:· .... · 
. ~· - I 





!(111) • (.04)(-1) + (.06)(0) + (.OQ)(l) + (,14)(2) 
+ (.;?n)(J) + ( ~f·)(·L) ' •• ~ ,l "'* -' + (.15)(\) + (.n6)(6) 
+ (.Ol)(:.t) + (.r>o)(H) m J.ll 
(~ , ... { •- ,-, ,,,.. ;. ,~ 
·.--, ... •: ,..,,. '. * --- ., " ' ( i ) and ( 11 ) 
J' • ... • • ' \ 
• ' .. ~ t • w ,-.. ,, • · .. l • .-. ·- ' ' .' i •, ~ ,, , ' ' r ., .l .. ., . , ,· ~ •· ' it' ' ..... i; 'l- ,M; "'!!"" '" '\ :.i. .... :,._ ,;, • he I •· "f. ,. 
di s s i m 11 a r i ti e u i 11 t i1 e t w <> pro t~ al) i 1 .i t :,t di rt tr i bu t 1 o r1 tJ • 
Maximize Expected Utility 
alternative with the highest 
expected utility, W }'\ e· r e. 'U-' ·t 1· 1 _it V 1· r d A .r ' r (> d -:~ ,... '_I ' .._.. ~ J . 0 , -- ·'*- .,_ ~ • · .~ ·-- a. < .... , ) C'l. f',' n ,, ~ 1' o· n Of ... ' • l • ( • -' • 
NPV in accordance with the decision maker's own value 
preferences. Typical utility curves indicate decreasing 
example, consider the utilit~{ fur1ctio11 defi11ed in rrable 1-J 
in evaluating the three alternatives of Table 1-21 
NPV($) r I ! -1 0 1 2 J 4 5 I 6 7 8 I i I 
Utility -2 o.o 0.9 1 n • l] 2. 61 J.J 4.o 4.7 5.4 6.o 
Table 1-J Sample Utility Function 
U(i) - (.01)(-2.0) + (.04)(0,0) + (.10)(0.9) 
+ (.15)(1.8) + ( .25) (2 .6) + (, 20) ( J. J) 
+ (.15)(4.0) + ( .10) ( 4. 7) + (, 09) ( 5. 4) ,, 




.12 ., ' 
.... 
~-----------llll!!ll!!lllaa----------------............... 
U(ll) • (.09)(-2.0} + {,10)(0.o) + (.ll)(o,9) 
+ ( • 12 ) ( l • n ) + ( • l l ) ( :' • ti ) + ( • l ,~/ ) ( -, • J ) 
+ ( • l :1) (Ii. 0) + ( • 06) (I;. 7) + ( • 09) ( 5 • 4) 
U ( 11 i ) ::"~ ( . q l, ) ( - : • ') ) + ( • O < ) ( O • J ) + ( • 0 9 ) ( O • 9 ) 
+ (.15)(4.0) + (.06)(4.7) + (.01)(5.4) 
Us i n g th i G u t .i. 1.i t :l f t1r1 c t .i on , a l tern a ti v e ( i ) i s 
preferable to alternati ... ,e (ii) 'Nhich in turn is pre.ferable 
to alternative (iii). 
Asoiration Level 
This criterion chooses the alternative which has the 
highest probability of achieving at least a certain pre-
ordai11ed amount. For example, assume that the decision maker 
... 
wants the best chance of attaining an NPV of 4.o, again 
considering the alternatives of Table 1-2. 
A(i) - .20 + .15 + .05 + .OJ+ .02 - .45 -
A(ii) - .10 + .10 + .10 + .09 + .08 - .47 -
A(iii) - .2.5 + .15 + .06 + .01 + .oo - .47 -
According to this criterion, alternatives (ii) and 
(iii) are equally good, and superior to alternative (i) in 
that they have a better chance of achie~ng the aspired goal 
• 
of 4 dollars, NPV. Note that this criterion yields identi-
cal results to the utility criterion where the utility curve 
13 
• 
haa a value or iero tor any tlPV lttRo than thtt aaplrfld-to 
that levo. l. 
Thie ~z«i t(~rior: c:1oosos an alternative based entirel)~ on 
the slnt:le rr.ont !)l'"Ol)ablo ::pv. This cri tori on is also kr10"1TI 
he k r10\11s t h;i t '·the 
j ' --
• ·1 ! ~ . • 1 ' . .,..., ,, . 1 1 (1 ... I •,, ,-"P, ,r'>-. ~ ,{ ~ ( ',!"'}-· ...... ~ ,,.,,---, ,-._ ·_j , J "t' ' ., .1 T ~ r ..... , : ; do "' ,· I i,. ._ .• . ! d. I , . ~ • , 1 .. 1 . " .. , o c cur • Refer--__.c-ft • 
ring again to the three 
P( i) = J 
P(ii) = 2 
P(iii) = 4 
sam1Jle 
.. 
alternatives of Table 1-21 
According to the most probable future criterion, 
alternative (iii) would be chosen. 
In these examples, each criterion led to a dif-... 
ferent conclusion regarding which alternative(s) was best. 
Selection of criteria must be carefully considered in develop-
ing an Info-Cision model. 
J. Network Definition 
An Info-Cision 11etwork is defined in terms of 
nodes (events) and directed branches (activities), each con-
necting a pair of nodes. The direction of flow betwe~h two 
nodes indicates a sequential relationship between event 
occurrences, dften requiring the passage of time. Table 1-4 
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i 11 :)tl t c ~l rd format s f o 1... t fl e I n f o - C .i n i on - I ~ 
simulation 11rot~ram. . 
----· 
l;-ollnv,in(: a.re general ground rules regardi.ng aim-
(a) A 11ocle is realized (the event is considered 
to occur) when any activity feeding into the node is 
C Om ,._ 1 ri t· e • t .. ~ ..... ' , .... ~ -- , , 
... 
e.g. required time for activity completion has 
ela1)sed. ·rhe e:,(ccptiorl to ·this rl1le is the vote r1ode, the 
express purpose of v1hich is to bloc}{ node realizatior1 L1ntil 
the specified number of activities feeding into the node 
have been completed. 
(b) Vlhen a node is realized, all activities eman-
ating from it are realized at once. The exception to this ... 
rule is the chance node, the express purpose of which is 
to choose one activity for release, according to specified. 
probabilities. Also note,that expense and revenue nodes 
(the repeated variety only) themselves consume time, so that 
emanati.ng activities are not immediately released when such 
a node is realized, but only when this time has elapsed, 
{c) A node may be realized more than once. Loops 
are allowed in the network, however they may not conlain 
15 
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m 1 rt t 1· t.. n. . " • ~ - a, ' 0 ~, .,, - ..... ~ .. , \,,. ,.. .., - . 
c. Capabilities of Info-Claion-II 
1. S-~ t ,.,.... ~ ,.,,. .,, ... • L.t. . , , l • 
l"·:~·a-_-- ' ~. ,· ~- ·_ • j-;_ -~ 't',' _1' •'l 1 .... : , . --, r ~ r - l , I • r , •--" - - - · - · ' 'J ' ~ •• ...... ' T~ ., • ~-' ' 'ft ~ •• L 'f • ( 
-- _1 , .. _., --*~ .. _) I. '~-~- ~ the exnmple material 
which is full)' developed ir~ ch(iptez .. s 2 an<l J, a r1ur~lJ0r of 
desirable modifications to Info-Cision-I became apparent. 
The t.,Jt~1lit)r of' t:-iese chant;es became Info-Cision-II. These 
modifications are descril1e(i :1er(? ir1 o;ie place, because 
Info-Cision-II notation is used throughout the remainder 
of this thesis. Chapter 4 inclttdes an analysis of the 
effectiver1ess of these rnociifica·tio11s. 
Tables 1-6 and 1-7 describe Info-Cision-II nodes 
and activities respectively, including parameters associated 
with all types. Contrasting these two tables with Tables 
1-4 and 1-5 shows changes between Info-Cision-I and Info-
Cision-II. Appendix B describes input card formats for the 
Info-Cision-II computer simulation program, 
A summary of the modifications follows: 
(a) Switch/Loop Control. This change facilitates , 




• ~' l ' 
... 1• 
analyn1a. A new node, the Sw.l tch/L,oop C,ontrol tiod• (type S) 
J •. • • •.. • ...... ·1. ~. ,··· •.• • ,: " ·1 ' ., ' ~ " • 
.., . " :I ,... ..l,.. ,. .: \, '~ ' ;, '. • 
patlla exec,Jted in series, e.f3. repeti tlon along one path ls 
concludr·d t~f·ore the 110xt path in seqt1ence io take.,~; up. 
~) f 
'· \ ...... 
activities erna!:atin;- fr·om it in im;1orta?-:t.) After all oaths ~ . . 
are exhausted, this procerlure reoumes at the first path. 
Thus this node can also be used as a switch to control 
a 1 t pr 'r"1 r. + . 1) '.- ""' J 1 p ~ ·~- 1· ··) ~" ,. ... •. • • .:1. i,., l . ' \ ' ) f ~ . • . , .,, L, • \.. • • 
•, ~. 
patr1 lead back to ti1e Sv,i tch/IJoop Cor1trol r;otie. rrhe loop-
ing can be terminated only by taking a path which does not 
lead back. 
(b) Expense and Revenue Growth. Info-Cision-I 
included a capability for a repeated expense or revenue to 
undergo annual growth (or decline). Especially with the 
increased looping additions cited in (a) above, it became 
desirable to extend the growth capabilities to the "one-
time" expenses and revenues that were actually repeated 
because they were included in a loop, 
( c) Run Mode Option. Time req1uired for a run 
made is desirable to separate the timing analysis portion 
of the. program from the decision analysis portion. One or 





. ,. . . '\ 
a control card pa.rameter. 
(d) RlB-< ~::urve S11e. Aleo bec1ua1 or t1a1ng 
conaideratlona, tho sit8 or tho ator~d rlak curv• ••or•-
1 { - ; ~ i_ .. : • -t~ 
minimum number of decision simulationo that muot be run. 
2. Info-Cl sion-I I 1;:xample 
:ra:1 u fa c tur i r~r: firm .is near! ng 
capacity operation in its one 
therefore considering building a new JJlant. Two a1 ter11a-
ti vcr; ;1rr~ tirider consideration, (a) Build a lart;e facility 
im,mediately ;1.t a cost of 1.7-2.0-2.j millior1 dollars or 
(b) build a smaller facility initially at a cost of 
1.2-1.4-1.7 million dollars preserving the option to expand 
later to the larger facility at an additional cost of 
.9-1.1-1.J million. 
With the larger facility, the firm estimates that 
production requirements to fill customer demand can be met 
for the next 8-10-12 years, yielding annual operating pro-
fits of .2-.2J-.J million dollars the first year, and grow-
ing at a rate of 8-9-12% a year. 
With the smaller facility, profits would initially 
be the same, but would level off at ,27-,34-.45 annually 
when this plant reached capacity in J-4~5 years. This is 
when the option to expand would be considered. 
26 
'?' • 
-At tho aamft tim@ that capacity would bft rffached 
proc@nR • If these 
• _._- -· 1 . t· .. -•, ·- ,:-. . , ... ~ .... ,. ,r ~ ;_ •"J •"'\ 1 ~ 11 • ,,. , I 'If 1 ) , . . ( ~ <' .{ T ,: ! _. ". (' "' . . . . .,,- ., ,{ ... ..f .... J ,;.. "';-;_ .,. it • 
sion costs cited above. If there ia r10 plant expansion, 
-. . ,... '!' • • i , ' th . . 11 . --e c o ,, ,.., ..,, ... _ . ...... , ,, e I "' , ·11·-• ·-.J. - • ·) - • () m 1 , 1 () 11 dollars for the smaller 
--
to the new government standards. 
The manaeement of the firm wants to maximize ex-
pected rett1:r'r1 cJr1 its investment, using an 8;1& rate of return 
to discount ca.sh flows back to nreser1t value • 
.. 
Figure 1-2 illustrates ar1 Info-Ci si on r~etwork for 
this problem. Table 1-8 is a listing of the Info-Cision-II 
input deck used to run this problem, and Table 1-9 is a 
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raised. 
In 1966, after careful J)lannir,g, the D·evelopment Office 
i n S t l. + Li ii!· - . i , . ' v. ·" ,, t' ,: 1 ':1 r• t -, (--:. ·l , , ~.l 1 
&- 1. '" ;. • __ ,., --- -- ·- •· C - ...... 
' 
r l 111.. :' or ar111ua 1 r;i vern of 011e thotisand 
the 
founder of the Uni versi t:,'. .1rl1e aim of startir1c~ tt·1 i. ~-; club 
was to raise the giving sights of the more financially able 
donor:,, prirnari ly Lehigh alumni. EmphaGi s on the prestige 
of club membershin was considered an important factor in 
establishinc the club. 
Even before the days of the Asa Packer Society, a 
relatively few donors were responsible for a substantial 
portion of the money raised, and this trend became even more 
pronounced once the Asa Packer Society was under way. The 
success of the club was established during its first year 
of operation. 
The Devel9pment Office is now considering establishing 
a second club at a lower level, perhaps two hundred or five 
hundred dollars, to raise the giving sights of donors con-
tributing in the lower ranges, There are however several 
concerns regarding a lower level club. One is that some of 
41 
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pro,1pectn for tho AtJil i1;;1ckor Society fr.om movi11g all the way 
U ;,,'i· ·t· ')- :··, " 1_· r· r· .... _. "--A:". but that they would be content to 
Anotr1er !Jot1rcr~ of re aista.nce to eta.rti11g a new club is 
that if after several years of operation it proved unsuccess-
ful, tl1e had cffectn coulfl r1ot be ,.1r1rJone imrnediatelj' merely 
by d i s c o rr ~ i r i :_; L : . i -~ th r: c 1 u l: • T t -.. ...~ \ l l r ~ j ~l :r () .,, '.'.:l "l \ f V n ? r n 
.,.., . C ,J _A,... • ,_., .i_ -., ..• (:,h_., .J J ,;.:~ d 
t}1e E:_::i vir1,r·· :Jci tterns t~1at existed be.fore tt1e new c lt1b 'nere ~ - ) . 
rees·tablished. 
The Development Office is unsure whether these detri-
mental effects '"'ould ou twe i t;h ti1e beneficial effects of 
bringing many donors unto a higher level. 
... <._; The following in-
formation is taken from a questionnaire specificall)' designed 
to solicit information pertinent to an Info-Cision model of 
the problem. \'/here possible, data is based on actual giving 
trends established over the past several years. Subjective 
estimates were derived by Development Office personnel based 
on their own experience with the Annual Giving Program and 
in cognizance of the experience of other universities, 
especially in the area of establishing special clubs, 
1, General Information 
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new Ph.~~e ·or thh 'llt1m,r,i . <J..U, A ,c (,..._ i'f .•. 
issue of estatJliahir1r~ a r1ew UJ.lOcial givin6 club, Development 
a b l "':l ·t· r) ·r .. c ,--- .· -~· l , 1· '· f 1 ·.1. • .,.1 1 1 'fi , • • · e r• c.. .- · 1 • r ·: , 1 i:_ ·l ' •• ,. M.. t,__; l) . .. • ' l - ~,- ..... "- 'I .. -~A. .. • -\-o . .J l J. ·,, • '--· ,.___ "" _) t .. l ..... ~- " _.._ 
'·· ,.., 
. 
~ ·. ,--"' -._ r I ... ,;- . .,...... ...... -. -. • J-) .l l) f ___ ; ct_ . J , c.l .. 1 ;j. l • • • t . c1 e c 1 ;J e 0 1 ·· · ne r 
to d i s c o r1 ti r1 u e t h c r1 e v,1 c 1 u b c, l'' t o r.: a k e a ~n a j o r c 'J !r. i:: i ~ :r. p ri t: t o 
redirect efforts and establish the club successfully. The 
cost of this commitment would be about equivalent to the 
ini tia.l cost of e s tab l i s }1 i 11 ( ~: t he c l t11) , Personnel feel that ,. -·~ 
based on J years of experie11ce wi tl1 an unsucces:J:fl1l club, 
they would be able to correct mistakes and virtually 
guarantee tl1e success of the new club. 
(c) Decision Criterion, The Most Probable Future 
criterion is felt to match fairly closely with Development 
Office planning objectives, The office does not feel that 
it totally ignores uncertainty, but rather that it can mini-
mize uncertainty (on the low side) by putting forth extra 
effort if established goals are in jeopardy. 
0 
2o Numbers of Contributors in First Year 
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Table 2-1 Estimates of First-Year Contributors 
J. Growth/Decline Rate of Contributors 
Table 2-2 shows estimates of the rate at which the 
number of contributors in each range will grow or decline 
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4 • Ave r a. 1~ e C on tr i. b ti t l o :1 s 
··) ,-. ·- . .. T 'l , ..... ,n. i. , t • ,' . - ) ''} ,, ~ r a· ~:..,.e c"J. '-~ . , •. 
... _J, amour1t of contributions 
in each rar1:re ur1der co11nideratio:1. (_~"""·' • • r.. r, ---~ ' ~ ,-rt ' ··~ t 1 t) n c:1. ,_J , J I ( ... , , l· .... ,___ . 
in using these figures is that the average contribution 
amour1t in each ran1:e will not depend on the structuring of 
special clulJs. Rather, chanP:es ir1 ·total givine; will be due 
exclusively to changes in the number of contributors in each 
range. 





Table 2-J Average Contributions by Range 
5._. Initial J:rogram SetuH Costs 
. Table 2-4 shows estimates of the initial costs 
required to get a new club off the ground. 
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6. An.nu a 1 Pro f~l" ar:: O JJ er a ti 11 I,~ C o s ts 
Table 2-5 of the annual costs of 
operating a J200 or J500 club, over and above the current 
costs of running the annual campaign. 




$.500 Club $200 Club 
0 L p • 0 L 
1000 1550 2100 1600 2150 
6200 6500 7000 6200 ,6 50 0 
th 100 /;\ 800 





Annual program operating costs have been growing 
b? about 1%-2%-4% annually, and this trend is expe-cted' to 
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contlr1u(t lndepor1dont or the Ofi,ocial cltib strt..Jcture. 
B. I n f o - r; ! r1 t. r) ri A; : a. l '\/ n 1 t 1 o f t ~11) .. Anll t: n l A l t.1 ~'"": ?1 i ; i .. / i , -~ L.. i)r o l:i, l om 
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. . . l 
tJ; •n l 'f"'\: l ·t· 1 i"lrl __ .• ,ct... 4 .... ., "'... a 
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•. :-. t 
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(Asa J>acker Society only) or to initi..1to a. secor~d clur-· at 
either tho $200 level or the $500 level (Nodo 1). If, baaed 
k. ,, I 1 • -'; 0 r"\ -. ,._ - 1·· 1 I .. ;l r' . • . • I -.., ~. 'f •. . ., -•• "> - , __ r· ~ ,r • I · ..a. i· • f , " ·. , r i , : ,. . ~ r • -• • • -·· t.... . "· ~ ' '--.., ~.. J... ... ~.,{...... ...... ii- .. j '-* _. .. .... . - , ... opera ti on, the ne\rt' club 
were '" , :':l_. 1 ·t·  ·t ·J· ; C··· ·t· l r,, n l , r"' c' .:; ,.. ' , ~ i ' , ' }, a r P r 1J n ,. ~ .J.. t • • \ \ .J .. • , L) ,.i; , ·~ .. -".J >. J ..._ • ( , , , •.) ~ • .. • • . • 
made ei ti1er to discor1tinuA t11e clt1l1 or to mal~e a rAncv,ed 
commi tmer1t to estal)lish .its success (1'1ode 7 for the $500 
club; ~ode 8 for the J200 club). 
In order to est3_:JlisJ1 a basis for feedback on the 
success of a new club during the first three years, each 
original distribution describing an expense or revenue 
variable was separated into "successful" and "unsuccessful" 
distributions. Given optimistic, most likely and pessimistic 
estimates of a, m and b respectively, the "successful" path 
was assumed to lead with probability .5 (Node 5 for the 
$500 club; Node 6 for the $200 club) to expenses and revenues 
whose distributions were defined by the estimates 
a, m and m + b. Likewise, the "unsuccessful" path was 2 
assumed to lead with probability .5 to expenses and revenues 
whose distributions were defined by the estimates 
a+ m m and bo 2 , 
·, 
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worko(J 01.1t r:onot·n.11.:l to\rifard the optimistic side or the moat 
* l. i k_,. A i t •, f) <"' • i ~-·~ -i t f, i t ·- . ·--· •· ,) , .., 'J l, , ... , .... ~ •$. _, ·- ' .. l • 
T!,P llet eff~ct of achiovint~ thene two JJaths, oa·ch 
w i th or ob a bi. 1 i t v· • ·i i s 11 o t i cl f! !; t i c a l t o t h •? . ~ - • . 1 0 r 1 1 r 1 •,-. 'l . rt n t ·_ ... -.. ~ _.. ....... ., n ,,. " , ~ .. 
distributiono. This was not felt in itself to present a 
seriot1s JJroblem, sir1ce t?1e distribt1tio11 parameters \'lere 
of 
. . th H t'(.)'! ' 
... o \ , -~ ~ P r , -_ e 
ar l) i ·tr a r y de !"' i n .i t i () r1 o f s t1 c c e s s c o t1 l d m c:1 k e the v a 1 i ti i t :/ o f 
the model questionable. 
Overlapping distributions were used for the two 
paths because an overall bimodal effect was not intuitively 
appea.ling:. ·rvi t}1 the overlap1JinG di stri 1Jl1ti ons, identical 
outcomes can occur along the ,.successful" a..Dd f'unsuccessful" 
paths; this seems justifiable considering that external 
economic conditions may alter the definition of "success". 
Since available estimates of the expense of estab-
lishing a new club were incremental costs over the current 
operations, it was convenient to base the entire decision 
system analysis on the incremental worth of alternatives, 
The contribution revenues for all alternatives, however, 
were estimated as total (not incremental) amounts. To 
. 
account for this inconsistency, estimated revenues for the 
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modo l i 11 d 011,r, 1 n to 
Tl1C! lr1fo-Cislon network for this problem is given 
in Figure 2-1. 
2. Deve 1 o r)mer1 t of the ~·:ode 1 
... f~... ... .,,...., ·-~ ,_ 1; ---,, 1' Tl . . 1- ' l • 1: ) i 
- ;I, 1 ~) .., , ·- -· t ... , c., .. ~ .w, r, -.~ ~ ·. l --" .,,. .... f) ,-, .--.. 1 ··: e C 1· f 1' C 
.,_.,. ~ -. I ) ,..ii.-, .., • ' J i. ,l, • J --"' ..._ issues that were 
~ . 
raised in developing a working Info-Cision model for this 
problem. 
a. Feedback on the success of a new club 
The s c }1 e rr1 e for d c :Ji c ti ~1 /! i r1 f' o rrn a t L o 11 f e e d -
.... \_ --' 
back in this model as described in t}1e vrevious section was 
.. 
largely arbitrary. A more realistic method (presently 
unavailable in Info-Cision) would be to use the initial simu-
lated monetary results as a (partial) basis for subsequent 
decision-making. 
b. Interrupted costs and revenues 
Inclusion of feedback in the model required 
that expenses and revenues be defined initially for the 
first three years only. After that period, the pattern of 
subsequent expenses and revenues would depend on the decision 
of whether or not to continue any special club that had been 
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am o u fl t rl J" 'l :, l : :. o d j ti n t 11 ?"" i () r t o t l1 o r ! ,, c l rt 1 er,~ • 'it,;) .. WO\" 0 r· t. hi 8 
··- .,,, ., ' 
caJinot bo r»rono11tly dono ln Info-Ciolor, due to tho placa-
m e 11 t o t· t h n de c 1 n l on :r1 (> <lo • 
r:;, '· ., fl. .,, .. ,., ~ ... , ·r ,. ..... ,~. r 0. 0 tJ l ·t n·· ..  ~-l r t r t h. O ,- i "'"" +· t t h r O·· 0 :.t~ ' 0 a rs· 
.i. i i '.·r .. . , , ,. . . t , . ,,.. I J , . . . . ... c. .,. 0 *'· · -4 + . , :, ~ i , .. • . . ., . , · . ,,;f 
had to be modelled ~-1 , ,. : ., 1 u1 ,..., ., .. r· • .. .., ... t C' ".. • .. :· .• , n J, • " , ,; 1 1 .~ (,._., __ ).,-..ii;.: ........ _~..,.+.,ili .. -1lt..l r . "I! • • • ·.). ·. •, • ·1 n .,. . .., r. •"'" . • .. , '". . ' • • . " ~ • 'f ·, ~ . j ' ,, ' f ~ I ,, ' . i' ' . ' ' ,I : ' ·. ' ., 
-· .e .. . .,. • 'h• ~. J '- JI, - .... ,._ "' -' ' ... -.. " .. .jj,. ... • : ' 
first three yearo, except to the deg:ree thr1t ree(ll)i1cl~ 
i f 1 · · · d t l, · . d · · n • . n " uer1ce. ~-e .. ec1 -sl on. Der i vi l1{; the e stima tad expenses and 
·t· h() 
. " . '~,,;" fourth vear was a tedious task 
..., 
·The rirOCPcl11re 
the pessimistic growth factor over three years to arrive at 
a pessimistic estimate for the start of the fourtl1 year. An 
equi \rc1le:rit calcl1lation ·,41as macle _for the most li}cely and 
optimistic estimates. For exarnole, node 74 start revenue was 
... 




$472. X (l.02)) = $502, 
$446. X (l,00)3 = $446, 
$JJ2. X (0,97)3 = $)05, 
c. Dependency of estimates 
The original estimates of expenses, revenues 
and growth rates were not conceived as being completely 
independent between contribution ranges. For example, a 
large growth in one contribution range is apt to coincide 
with smaller growth (or decline) in another range due to con-
tributors shifting from one range to another~ These depen-
53 
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d. Phasinf., or ana1.:,,t;11a 
Becn~ae of external restrictions on the 
duratlot1 of ; . . .... ..-'I l'l'-·{'.'\. 4 -~..,· · t- -r the 
r t"' . . 1li\ • O J !l l CT t 1 r O L 1 C• ;r l 11 
.. 
work begir111ine at dee isi on nodes 7 a.nd 8 we1"r: a .. ria lJrzed 
ini tiall:l, and the rest1l ts used ir1 the overall analysis of 
a 1 te J"'~ z1 ti ,,es eman~ ti nf~ fr· om de c is.ion n odo 1. I ri t l1a analysis 
0 f ·n o· ( 1' (), 1 c·~ ,("< ,-.. 1· ' ~ ~ I 'J. ')' '; ri O d (• '.') ') ·~ "r"i ' 1 ' ', t " e I' P.·. r () ~, 1 : i (' ri. d ) ~. \ ' (' ~ '"l '!'"\ C l""\ • .. . ..... .... 1 J. r:: 1,._.. , ) __ , • • • i . .. . , 1 c .. .1 • u . 1 . ~ • ,_., 1 , ... , . .. r.: l. , ,,. ,.} .,,,.. .• c • • t;; 
nodes leadir1t; to exper1ses and revent10s taker: from the optimum 
risk curves determined in the earlier analyses. Thus, these 
chance nodes were defined to have the exact effect of the 
orif;i11al decision nodes when encountered in the roll-backward 
procedure. 
J. Results of Analysis 
Table 2-6 shows resultant risk curves and criterion 
values (Most probable future) for paths leading from nodes 
7, 8 and 1. The analysis strongly indicates that the 
Development Office is best off by retaining the present Asa 
Packer Society only, and not instituting a second club at a 
lower level. 
Repeated runs of these analyses, changing only 
the simulation seed showed the risk curves to be fairly con-
sistent, while the criterion value estimated by the program 
54 
ca11t enough to make tho final choice or an optimum 
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-592 , a~• ,,,. ·~ / 
-~ t: " - J :. ~,.. • .. ,, I '. I"\ "1 ' • • - • ~, " • ;• '"' . 
-502 • - 1€1, 7 • / I ?. ... {41" .. 1 • _!;. 7? f ' - • 
t, 0 1 
-261 '1 ""' / 1? () . . ') ___ 4_,.il ~ • • - - 1 ., ,· ,_,. "t,_&• • • 
-~90. 1 /, ~ ,., 1 ~ '?,...? ... <r!III,, _.I ;.,.t • - - ' • ' . - • • + 
-19) -6'~ -101 ,.., 15 - (' • • • • 
-1 LJ.4. 
-9. -48. -167 • 
-96 • 76 • o • -90. 
-37 • 140. 49. -34 • 
89 • 2uo. 201 • • 11 • 
188 • 345. 2840 • 96 • 
317 • 427. 406 • 210 • 
392 • 481 • 481 • J18. 
490. 574. 565 • 424. 
~ 
570 • 676. 688. 523 • 
. 
\ 855. 893. 925 • 8~1 • 
1 51+ 1 ·• 1 577. 16li9. 1712 C) 
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CuR~/ES .FOR /1.f}I'.JUAL ALU~1l'1I GIVIf~G (Thousands of dollars) 
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THE S'TOLf.:N CJ\H PROl1t.£M 
"· 
Oft ·~:r 1_1,t. 1 (!t·i _() f' ·'~ t!C t'E_(?!!1 _l_~tn 1lillllli' .. :::::,....~ . -~~ ----·-, ' - .. ·- -· ·-- .:-::lfir -··- --- - _:rm. --.--:::1111.~ _:;::, .. ,·-' .'1111- ._.... '. !!;., .;lfi 
lA l ,,{·'I'\ 
,-, + ·. C ... I, .,. 150,000 ia considering 
, ·• .·. 1 ,,,~ ..-, r~· ,~ .... 
I \ i_ I(_ ~ .ii- -., _; ":' \. ( ·,, .;.. !' ' 1, f o· .... ff:! a. ~ 1·· ( ·, n (,," ,,-.. ,.. ' ~ 1· c··4< • .. 11' y '¥ -. ' , .• it~"J, l.. --·'' If' 't--}~F_., tf -~/ , . .;;' If 
r , a ~ ,• 1 ., , ...1 , '. .... '.· • r -; ~ · r• " · i. • ,, . • • • 'r < .. • , ., . :.Ji' t' 1·. r) ,.,. 
_,-••-•\--("• .i.-?f.--i.~w • .., \. ,,., , "".,.,...., i -l ""'· ••(:·~_.·_"=.ti# a r1cJ \tJc>tl l ci r e,1 ti 1 r c 
• 
( )11> t' .. 11·,.- ''<•"',(.Y'.- 11 (.·ri ··•.r,1 1 ."'''I }C) .. ( ... ,,·11v (.) . .,,.. 
.... iii- >r t_ J. "" -t ' • ,_. - t. ,_ -- • "- -_, ,,_ • .,. ) \..,_ ·· :" _-:o,,._ ~-~ I • .. , ... ,,.. ,_;; ~A ~ . _"" . ..l, 
. ~ 
r c c C) \' <~ r e cl 
on c L C) i r1cJ tJ i r c (.1 l) t) u t t i1 c :; t ii t t.1 .s cJ f il c tl r r e po r t e d st o 1 e 11 , a n d 
t h c c> t l 1 c r t cJ tl n c c> \t e r i 11 f c:, r n, 21 t i o r1 cl l) o tl t cl s 11 s pc c t e d \' e h .i c l e 
be for E.~ ,1 p !Jr e l1 c 11 ci i 11 cJ i t . 
crci1tio11 of cl 11e\•J entry ir1 the clatc1 bc:1se. Queries concerning 
re!Jorted stole11 cars arc 1·cmeniliereci }Jy the system so tl1at 
local police can be automatically notified if and when the 
car is recovered elsewhere. 
City officials must decide whether to acquire the national 
system (NASCIS) immediately or to retain the manual system, 
which keeps track of the same sort of information on an index 
file and does not tie into a national data base. If NASCIS 
is not acquired immediately, the issue will almost surely not 
be considered again until the next city administration is 
elected four years hence. Present city officials have 
tentatively agreed to base their investment decision regarding 
system acquisition on the total· value of recovered cars that 
were stolen locally, less system operating costs. 
In addition to the two straightforward options of ex-
clusively using either system, there is also the possibility 
of maintaining the manual system in parallel with NASCIS. 
This would allow police to do a preliminary search using the 
manual system, and only make the more costly.NASCIS inquiry 
I 
... ~ . 
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( ,, .. :,- •i_'_ l l' r. _· t_. "-- (_ • ., 't,,_- ·-t .,-.j ~ -w, 
,,t 
m .,.,,__ \, *·· ~l:Jf'f"'l't· ~~c·1· n11 c·J·n 1·~ ~o-ur . ,.j ,i;_; ' -..'.:t . . ~ . ' j i/ !. " 
( l) ,>r ( 2) or rcter1t ion 
NASCIS (~rzt1ir1n1(~!}t z·<~r:t,,l costs and local administratior, 
costs (;1mot1 r1t t () $ / .3 c:i. f)() t)(} r rtlt)?1t J1. 
" 
info1·matior1 i.11.><JUt i:l lcJc:cill:l slc)lc11 Celt: c:cJ:;t $:).-!CJ J..1c~r ir1qt1iry, 
and ir1cJttir#ics rcc1t1estir1~J i11fcJrn1ation t:llJ<JL,t ~1 su::;!Jec·tc~ci '-'C~r·1icle 
$2.40. Bo t 11 o f t l1 c s e f i SI u r c s i 11 c l u cJ c t 11 e o fJ fJ ,Jr l u r 1 .i t ~l c· cJ s L o f 
a policeman's time. 
Estimates of manual system costs are $30.00-$50.00-
$100 .. 00 (optin1istic, most likely, anci r)cssirni5tic estimates 
w i 11 be de r1 o t e cl th i s \v a y t 11 r o u g 11 o L1 t ) JJ c r n1 o 11 t 11 for ma i n t c n a r1 c e 
of the manual file. The cost per inquiry is about $.50 for 
either type of inquiry on the manual system. 
The value of the average recovered car is estimated at 
$900.00-$950.00-$1000.00. This value has been increasing at 
a rate of l.020-1.023-1.026 annually, and this trend is 
expected to continue. 
The probability of recovering a locally stolen car under 
NASCIS depends on the size of the total population covered by 
the national data base. The recovery probability using the 
manual system is essentially constant, except for a slight de-
gradation as local crime increases and the manual system 
becomes more burdensome. 
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Tl1c ct1rrer1t n1i:.1r1uc1l sy:;tc:n1 c~dn !_Jrc)\1 .i.cic~ ir1fc)rn1t:.1tion 
concerr1i11~J 32~~ of all sus!JC:c:Lc~cJ vcl1.iclcs fc)r \•111ic~l1 ::1r1 inquiry 
is mc1cle. Tl1is is tt1e 1J1-01Jc>1.· L io11 of su srJcct s er1cou11tcrcd 
locally \vho 1.vere involvcci i11 a local crirne. Tl1c n1c1r1 Ll cl 1 
system is correct virtually all the time in its classification 
of criminals on file according to possible danger in 
apprehending, and amount of recoverable stolen property. 
The NASCIS system will have data for all vehicles 
sought in connection with a property crime nationwide, and 
thus will be able to provide information on 60% of all sus-
pected vehicles. The other 40% of suspects are either sought 
for a non-property crime, or are innocent. 60% assumes that 
users have at least 3 years experience with the system, I in-
eluding experience before the ne.w system capabilities are 
installed. For the first three years, inexperienced users 
are expected to be able to get at information for only about 
. . 55% of the suspected vehicles. NASCIS is some.times incorrect 
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costs of information system usage and of the actual ap-
prehension. 
Nevertheless, police authorities realize that they must 
account for risk-taking attitudes of individual police in the 
position of deciding whether or not to actually apprehend the 
suspected vehicle given whatever information he has concerning 
dangers involved and the value of recoverable stolen property. 
Federally supported research has derived a composite utility 
curve which reflects the "typical" policeman's total per-
ception of the value of recoverable property and of having the 
criminal off the street~, relative to all costs that mgy occur, 
including possible bodily ha;rin to himself. The basic utility 
curve is given in Table 3-2. The imputed value of having a 
criminal off the streets is estimated at $100-~0~$1200 for 
,1, 1 ...... 
non-dangerous criminals and at $800-$3000-$15,000 for dangerous 
~ 
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Table 3-2 Police Utility for Criminal Apprehension 
Considering all serious crimes, 14% are of a violent 
nature, and the criminal is therefore considered dangerous. 
.. 
7% of serious crimes are robberies, always considered 
dangerous. The remaining 7% of violent crimes do not involve 
property. Additionally, 5% of the criminals involved in the 
remaining .86% nonviolent but serious crimes (larceny, burglary 
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to follow. In all cases, the option not to attempt to 
apprehend the criminal should be considered. 
When police are prepared for a potentially dangerous 
criminal, there is a 97% chance that injury can be avoided. 
3% of the time, a policeman is injured (perhaps fatally) 
under these circumstances. However, when police are caught 
unawares, expecting a non-dangerous person who in fact turns 
out to be dangerous, these probabilities change drastically 
to a 75% chance of no injury, and a 25% chance of injury or 
·death. 
Police are successful in catching 90% of the criminals 
who they actually try to.apprehend: the remaining 10% manage 
. . 
to escape. This rate-is independent of whether the simple 
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.... for r olJ}Jc1-y 
$ 160 .672 
$ 227 .127 
$ 331 .195 
$4,463 .006 
Sum 1.000 
•.• for robbery/burglary/ 
auto theft 
$ 35 .102 
$ 67 .085 
$ 175 .173 
$ 312 .458 . 
$ 950 .182 
Sum 1.000 
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overall c1ccisior1 of S~/stcn1 .~1cc1ui~:-_;.iLic>r1. 
1. Basic Structure ar1ci i\s~~un11Jtions of tl1e Model 
The analysis of benefits based only on the value of 
recovered stolen cars was treated in nine cases, . covering 
three general conditions of local crime trend (decreasing, 
level, or increasing) in combination with three system 
acquisition alternatives (retain present manual system only, 
discontinue present manual system and adquire NASCIS, or 
retain present manual and acquire NASCIS for use when manual 
system has no data). Since the option to acquire NASCIS can 
be reconsidered after four years, it was necessary to further 
refine many of these cases to develop separate results for the 
.first four years and the last six years of the ten year 
planning horizon. 
The same structural ~odel was used for the six basic 
cases involving only one system (ei~her manual or NASCIS). 
Modifications to the basic structure were necessary to 
r~flect use of both systems. 
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ca:;c c)f tl1c n1i111ual systen1 t1r1dcr the concJition of decreasing 
' crime. 
For the cases involving both the manual system and 
NASCIS, son1e calct1latior1s arc r1cccssary to find tl1e cor1-
ditional 1)1~obubi lit:/ of recoverir1g a stolen cc1r tl1rougl1 NASCIS, 
given that the manual system failed. For example, referring 
back to Table 3-1, the conditional probability of successful 
NASCIS recovery under a condition of 
P(N-sjM-U) :P(N-S and M-U) = 
P(M-U) 
decreasing crime would be: 
.91 - .75 = .64 
.25 
where N-S: NASCIS successful recovery, 
and M-U: Manual system unsuccessful recovery. 
The numerator calculation of P(M-UIN-S) assumes that 
all cars recoverable under the manual system could also be 
recovered under NASCIS. 
Figure 3-2 illustrates the ne~work for the specific 
case of both systems under the condition of decreasing crime. 
2. Development of the Model 
This section explores specific issues that were raised 
in developing a working Info-Cision model for this problem. 
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the first four years only, all that is required is to remove 
the activity from Node 2 to Node 13. 
This type of modification does however require 
physical shuffling of the data deck, and perhaps maintenance 
of several physical copies if different variations are to be 
run at the same time. These capabilities would be improved 
considerably if a base deck could be stored on a permanent 
file with provisions for on-line modifications. 
3. Results of Analysis 
Table 3-4 summarizes results for all cases, extracting 
a pessimistic estimate, a most likely estimate and an optimistic 
estimate from the risk curves derived by Info-Cision. (This 
,was the degree of detail carried forward to the macro-analysis 
of Section D.) Estimates reflect the total present value of 
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Nod c 1 re !Jr c s c r1 t s t }1 c i 11 i t .i cl l cl e c i s i on o f \.; }1 i c }1 sys t cm ( s ) 
to use, assuming that all alternatives arc available. The 
path toward Node 2 is the option to use the manual system 
only. The path toward Node 5 is the option to make an initial 
inquiry of the manual system, and decide later (Node 7) 
whether to query NASCIS if the manual system has no data on 
the suspect. 
NASCIS only. 
The path toward Node 131 is the option to use 
For the sake of completeness, although not used 
in later analyses, a path toward Node 46 is included, re-
presenting the option of basing apprehension decisions on no 
information (excluding anything in the realm of a hunch). 
The four risk curves developed for Node 1 thus re-
present all possible results when a policeman makes an inquiry 
concerning a suspected vehicle in order to determine whether 
or not to apprehend it. 
Paths leading from Node 1 follow the same general 
course. The queried system may have data on the suspecteq 
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for /1 r1 t} n = 1) r ( 1 11 < ~ r t \~ t · r i rn c : ~ ~ ~ 
P(RoblJcr) = .o 7 = .076 
.93 
P(Dangerous Burglar etc) = (.86}{.0Sl = o 46 
• 
. 93 
P(Nondangerous Burglar, etc.) = (.86) (.95) = .878 
C1 '1 
• ,.} J 
For the NASCIS system, three times as mar1y burglars, 
etc. are clL1ssificc1 L1s c:L.:111gcrous as actually are dangerous: 
P ( Ro lJ JJ L: r ) == • 0 7 6 
P(Dangcrous Burglar, etc.)= (.86)(.15) = .139 
.93 
P(Nondangerous Burglar, etc.)= (.86) (.85) = .785 
.93 
Changes in the policeman's behavior are then reflected 
in his decision of whether or not to apprehend the suspect 
based on (partial) knowledge of criminal classification 
(Nodes 11, 16 and 21 for information from the manual system; 
Nodes 76, 81 and 91 for information NASCIS). 
The lack of data from a system may also effectively 
provide information to a policeman, in that this lack of data 
alters the perceived probability that the suspect is in fact 
a criminal. Lack of data from the two systems therefore 
leads to different decision points (Node 26 for the manual 
system; Node 66 for NASCIS; Node 46 if no systems were used~}. 
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w }1 e t l1 c r or 11 o t i 11 \' (J 1 \t C! ci i 11 ~1 i> r c) !.Jc r t ~l c r i n1 c i s • 6 0 + • 0 7 = 
.67. 
When tl1e manuc11 system does not }1ave data on a suspected 
vehicle (Nodes 28 c111cl 38), tl1e 68~{ unsatisfied inquiries are 
broken up as 7% dan0crous but not involved in a property 
er ime, 33% innoccr1t, and 28% property er irninals that NASCIS 
could have identified. Thus, the probability that the suspect 
is some sort of serious criminal is .28 + .07 = .52 . 
. 68 
Given that a suspect apprehended through a decision based 
on no data ~urns out in fact to be some sort of criminal, 
the conditional probabilities of various categories of criminal 
activity can be calculated (Nodes 29, 31, 39, 41, 49, 51, 
59, 61, 69 and 74). Paths from these nodes lead to the 
penalties (injury to police) and rewards (recovered property 
and removing the criminal from society). Of course, rewards 
only apply if the criminal .does not escape. 
Since the manual system is virtually always correct in 
its classification of criminals, only the possibility of 
.79 
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2. Development of the Model 
This section explores specific issues that were raised 
in developing a working Info-Cision Model for this problem. 
a. Varying accuracy requirements 
Because of the presence of highly important but 
rare events, it was desirable to simulate decision paths 
leading to rare events a greater number of times than other 
paths. Program timing was also a factor here, neccesitating 
separate runs for most decision nodes in order to stay within 
~xternally imposed time limits. The ability to easily alter 
the start node and the number of simulation iterations made 
manipulation of these multiple runs much easier. 
The major inconvenience was doing much of the 
roll-backward procedure manually by replacing decision nodes 
79 
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perceived by police~ to }Jc "close··. 
A re l~1t ccJ fJl-olJ lcn1 is tl1a t a sn1a 11 randon1 error 
(due to the nature of sin1ulation) at or1c ciccisior1 11oc:1c can 
cause the wrong altcrr1c1ti\1c to be sclcctcc1 c1r1ci t11is may 
make a significaht difference when rolling back to an earlier 
decision specifying a different criterion. 
c. The single utility function 
Use of one composite utility function for the 
"typical" policeman is not a very realistic approach, 
people have different attitudes toward risk-taking. 
• since 
It is 
unreasonable to expect that all policemen would behave the 
same way given the same data about a suspected criminal, yet 
this is an implicit apsumption of the model. A better 
approach would be.to evaluate these risk curves using a 
representative variety of utility functions, perhaps carrying 
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This particular difficulty is not so much a criticism 
of Info-Cisioz1 as it is a gc11cral [Jrol)lem of simt1lat ic)I1 
appro,1cl1cs. However, it docs make the validity of the final 
results of tl1e n1odel ope11 to qucstior1. 
Timing analysis results for this model were not of 
much importance sir1ce all events occur at essentially tl1e 
same time. However, statistics on frequency of realization 
were useful in validating the input. For events beyond the 
apprehension decision these statistics were very difficult 
to interpret, since most of these nodes could be reached 
along a variety of decision paths. (During timing analysis, 
all paths emanating from a decision node are activated in 
parallel.) This difficulty could have been circumvented 
through the judicious placement of vote nodes (which would 
serve no purpose during decision analysis when decision 
alternatives are treated one at a time). Vote Node 131 was 
inserted for just this purpose, so that frequency stati~tics 
throughout the rest of the network could be interpretted 
consistently. 
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If z,:,\SCI~) is 11ot c1cc1uired immediately, the decision 
At t 11 z1 t t i rne , au t 11 or i t i e a 
also have feedback on the crime trend over tl1c four vcars 
... 
as a (partial) basis on wl1ich to make a decision (Node 41 
if crime i11creased; Node 51 if crime was level; Node 61 if 
crime decreased). 
Benefits are considered in the model only during the 
years that they are not the same for all three basic alterna-
tives. In particular, before the NASCIS changes are im-
plemented (the first four -years), benefits related to police 
behavior in apprehending criminals are not considered, 
they would not change. 
• since 
The micro-analysis of Section B derived total 
present value figures for the worth of recovered cars over 
the first four years and last -six years. These benefits 
are therefore included as one-time revenues within this model. 
However, the micro-analysis of Section C derived 
risk curves for a single instance in which a policeman 
wanted information concerning a suspected vehicle which he 
might then apprehend. To include these results in the maco~ 
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FIGURE 3-5 (CONTINUED) 
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i n SJ s <J 11 t 11 c 11 cc cl t o f u r t h c 1~ f , 1 c~ i l i t ; 1 t c~ rr, cJ ti i f i c~ i: 1 L i cJ z 1 c) f one 
basic r1et\,1ork. 
In addition to using the full model as depicted in 
Figure 3 - 5 , t 11 e n1 o cl c 1 \•J a s ..:1 .1 s o tl s e c1 i ~J r1 c) r i r1 q cl 11 l) c~ 11 C'. f .i t s 
relc1tcc1 to police lJcl1avior .. 'I'l1is \•/els ci::1sily E1ccon11Jli~_;l1ed 
by cl1c1ng ing a1)pro1Jr iate revenue 11ocics to zero .. I~cn1o·val of 
these bc11ef its dic1 11ot alter tl1e model's selection of 
optimum alternatives. 
3. Results of Analysis 
Table 3-6 shows resultant risk curves (at 10% 
intervals for all decision nodes. Results clearly indicate 
that the city should inunediately acquire NASCIS and also 
maintain the manual system to make a preliminary query be-
fore the more costly NASCIS query. 
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its prcsc11t carJcllJilitics, tl1c tc:c11ni1srt1c is lJc:sl suited for 
mode 11 i r1 CJ 11 i ~J }1 1 eve l de c i s i o r1 s c c:> r1 cc .r r1 i r1 'J s L 1~ cl l c g i c a 11 d 
tactical alternatives. OrJcrc1Lior1c1.l c'iccisior1s ca11 be included 
in an Info-Cision model, in gcr1cral son1cv..1l1at more awk\vardly, 
perhaps requiring that the user divide the overall analysis 
into several smaller Info-Cision networks and then piece 
results together in a Macro-Analysis. 
2. Subsidiary Uses of the Model 
In addition to the straight-forward use of the 
model in selecting optimum decision alternatives according 
to specified criteria, the model also has some important 
. 
subsidiary uses as suggested by the analysis of p9lice 
decisions regarding apprehension of suspected vehicles • in 
Chapter III. The Info-Cision model can help t~ point out 
the undesirable consequences of inconsistent objectives at 
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of feedback u11c]er tl1esc cor1ditior1s rccru.ircs t11at tJ·1csc cor1-
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tinuoL1s distributions be divic1cc1 i11to sc\1cral distrilJutions 
reac11ed along different patl1s emanating fron1 a cl1a11ce 11ode. 
Each path represents a distinction meaningful to the decision 
maker which may subsequently induce him to act in a different 
way. 
The feedback capability really needed is a way 
to determine the simulated value of revenues and expenses 
previously incurred, and to use this information to direct 
the subsequent choice of paths. 
4. Dependent Activity and Event Characteristics 
In its present form, the model assumes statistical 
. 
independence between all random variables. There are a 
variety of circumstances for which it would be useful to 
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In both of the above examples, it is apt to be 
unroasonablt1 tc1 (::{t.>ect 
.. 
t }1 C tJ !·i C: J: () f t } ·1 (~ !11 (J f i ( '. 1 t C) ci ! 1 ~l ! \ • ~ i c· cl J l Y 
'. 
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de !Jc n ci <.: r1 c i c s • • 111· ... ' :1 l' ' 11- 1· 1 1· • y L, J . ~-> C , .. · !_} c J . . •. . . L. · · • 
5 . CO 11 t C 11 t O f () ll t t) ll t st ( l t i : ; L .i C s 
In se\1cral cc1scs ccrlc1.ir1 oultJUt statistics wl1icl1 are ... 
not presentl;i' IJrocluccc1 by tl1c rnoclcl \•/c)uld 11(1,.:c l)ccr1 cl crrc2-1t 
help, r1ot onl~l in arriving at a fir1c1l so.lut.ior1 to cl IJrc)1Jlcm, 
bu t a 1 so i n v a 1 i c1 at i 11 g r)r ope r set U IJ of t h c rn o cJ c 1 , a 11 c1 rn a}( i n g 
intermediate analyses of complicated and often multi-leveled 
decision system networks. Section C suggests content re-
visions to both the timing analysis outputs and the decision 
analysis outputs. 
6. Accuracy of Output Sfatistics 
There are several problems in this area; the first 
two described here are concerned with timing analysis statistics; 
the third is concerned with decision analysis outputs. 
(a) Because of chance events, nodes are 
realized different numbers of times, making accuracy of timing 
statistics highly variable from node to node. 
(b} Nodes which can be reached along several 
different decisio~ paths will be general have timing 
( ' 
statistics which are invalid or at least difficult to interpret. 
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7. Prol1r(1rn 'I1in1ir1,J 
Tl1c l.irnc 1~cc1uired to run the Info-Cision program was 
in many cases excessive, making analysis costly, and very 
awkwarc1 w11en jobs are limited to a maximum run time. For 
example, the full micro-analysis of police decisions in 
apprehending suspected vehicles ran about two seconds per 
simulation iteration. 
-
8. Data Validity Checking 
The FORTRAN simulation program makes virtually no 
checks to insure the validity and logical consistency of the 
network as input. Many errors which go undetected initially 
cause strange and unpredictable results later. Ind-efinite 
looping can occur, resulting in costly waste of time. 
the original cause of the error is frequently obscured, 
klso, 
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CU l~\'C t () r ' - 71 •')' iz·" r1 •. r~11' -- -~ 1· 0 ( C 1 t... • . l." i*• ~ 111 * l. 4 i . ) t __ : • . ·•- r (! !) C: t i t i O 11 !S Ca. I1 C cl S i .l y be 
c1ssun1ir1~J norn1alit:'/ a11d using 
st a 11 d a 1- ci :-; t:. ::1 l i st i ca l rn e t l1 o c1 s t o c cl 1 c t1 1 a t c t 11 e n1 ea r1 a n d 
star1dar ci d c\1 ia ti or1 of tl1e sun1 of inde 1)cr1den t r a11clon1 var-
iate s. Tl1is \.;as tl1e method used to calculate t11e effects 
of system use over a year, when the risk curve for one 
instance of use of a stolen car information system was 
known, and the number of instances of use annually was 
also known. 
Section Cl of this chapter suggests related improve-
ments to the Info-Cision program to facilitate multi-
' leveled decision analyses. 
Even with the shortcomings of the switch/Loop 
Control Node, this capability should be retained for its 
usefulness in analyzing micro-events which are not 
~ repeated a great number of times, since in this case the 
timing expense .. is apt to be reasonable, and normality 
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irnatc of l11c: first :/Cc1r \1.:1lt1e, and bases tl1e total value 
over sc\1cr21l :/cars on tl1is one, also accounting for growth. 
On t11c otl1cr l1ar1d, tl1e looped "one-time" node utilizes a 
separate estimate of expense or revenue each time the node 
is realized. Thus the repeated variety tends to greatly 
increase the degree of uncertainty over a period of years, 
while the looped "one-time" node has an averaging effect 
which also increases uncertainty, but to a much lesser 
degree. 
3. Run Mode Option 
The ability to separate the timing analysis sim-
ulation from the decision analysis simulation-proved to be 
a significant time saving feature. A common operation 
was to run the timing analysis once, and thereafter to run 
--lhe decision ~nalysis only, experimenting with various p~ra-
meters unrelated to timing. 
., 
4. Risk. Curve Size 
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'I'o i l lu:;trc1tc, clssume Ll·1c1t ir1 :jC)() :.;irnu lc1tions of 
a decision alterr1ative, 2 14 cst1lt ir1 rc:\1 c~r1uc:~; i11 tl1c r1ur1cireds 
of t }1 o u s a 11 cl s o f cl o 11 a r s , and t 11 a t t he o t 11 c r ,J 9 c3 r c s L1 1 L i 11 
reve11ucs 111 tl1e hL1ndreds of dollars. Tl1e actual en1rJir ical 
probability of the extremely high revenue then is 2/500 = 
.004. In either a 21-point or a 100-point risk curve, the 
highest simulated value appears on the risk curve at the 
100% point of the cumulative probability distribution 
function. For the 21-point risk curve, this high value has 
an effective probability of .025, and for the 100-point risk 
curve, an effective probability of .005. (The end points 
of a risk curve are assigned a probability of one half the 
interval size~) Rolling back to use this 21-poimt risk 
curve in simulating an earlier decision alternative, this 
highly significant event is apt to occur .025/.004 = 6 
times as often as it really should. 
A possible way out of this accuracy/timing dilemna 
is to provide th~ user with some degree of choice over the 
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1. !'\._··· ( . i ' . ~ ( l' .Jf._,, -- ,+ ~' J ---"~" .. . I , ... "i • ,·- _,._ l ( '" ...... ,l ·., • ... "- ) 
'rl·1c: f c; l J()\•:iz1,: ci·1,]r1ges to the model would 
fa c i 1 i t a t c a r~ ( 1 1 y >: i : ~ r) : _· c· ( ) n1 i i l i c~ cl t c c·1 , n1 u l t i 1 c v· c 1 e cl d cc i s i on 
' ..... > t_~ ~ ... __ .J Sy c :· t· - r·1 ·· ! ' ' ... 'I!' ~ - ' ·Jt ·, • • .. .---. ,,,,, 1 J C ! l l ) ! . L '· - I 1 rcc1uirc tl1at ana.lysi s be per formed in 
several sta9cs .. 
a. Alternate input source for network definition 
( 1-I) 
This change would provide a control card 
option specifying that the car images defining the network 
were to come from some source (a designated logical file) 
other than the job input stream. If this option were 
specified, all cards except the parameter card and the job 
title card would be read from the alternate source. 
. This would facilitate analysis of a network 
in stages by greatly reducing the amount of deck handling 
required. The same basic deck could be used repeatedly, 
making minor modifications through use of standard system 
facilities for on-line updating of card image files. Thi~ 
would also be extremely useful in performing sensitivity 
analyses by experimentally determini~g the effects of ~ 
changing various network parameters. 
b. 
- L ---
Intermediate st6rage .of risk curves. (L) 
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C. 1'lortn<l l i:~ctt ic)?l ()f .l~ isk curves (M) 
tr }-1 i : : c~ h ,1 !1 q C: \,a' CJ ll 1 ci a ll t CJ In~;} t C t }1 C !) 1: 0 CC d tl r C de S -
c r i b c c1 i. 11 SC= c· t i () r 1 I 1 l c) f t }1 i s c }1 a JJ t c r t o 11 CJ r n1 ct l i ::: c: t 11 c· r i s k .. 
cu r\rc: f CJr a rn i c.~ r c) - 1 c v C! l c1ccision t h cl t \•J cl :5 ,-, "l . T ., ' ~ ! 11 .. '1 " l '{ 
.... 
t in1c s. I~ L:1 c~ l 1 I J c 1 t l 1 1 c a c1 .i r1 tJ fr on, a cl c c i s .i o 11 11 c) ci c: ,. . ., c) u 1 ( i r 1 a v e 
a r1 c ,. . ., !J c:11· ~1 n 1 c; L c 14 , t l1 c nu rnlJ c r o f r c fJ ca t s . 011cc tl1c risk curve 
for cl si.r1(rlc 1-calizc1tion of tl1is patl1 were dctcrmi11eci tl11-ot2gh 
simulatior1, the overall risk curve for all repetitions would 
be detcrr11ir1cc1 ar1alytically, assuming norn1ality. This 
capability \voL1ld greatly reduce requirements for the switch/ 
Loop Control Node, resulting in a very significant time 
• savings. 
2. Subsidiary Uses of the Model 
The following change to the model would facilitate 
a sub~idiary use of the model in evaluating consequences of 
lower level decision criteria in terms of higher level 
objectives. 
a. Tolerence interval for alternative selection (I,) 
This change would specify an interval below the 
criterion value associated with the optimum alternative. 
All alternatives with criterion values within this interval 
would also be evaluated in. the ro1·1-backwar.d procedu.te. 
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A dittoront interval could be apocifiod for each deciaion 
nocJc. 
Tho rationale behind thin interval ia that 
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a cc u r it c: \t _i n t h c s i rn u l ;-1 l i <) r 1 • 
... (Sec item 6 in this section.) 
3 • I 11 f c) 1· n1,.1 t. i cJ r 1 l:' cc ci lJcl ck 
'I'l1c fc)ll<J\•/i11<J c11c111ge to the model would facilitate 
incor[Joratior1 of ir1i~orr11atior1 feeclback within the model • 
a • Fe e c] lJ a c }: Co 11 c c t i o r1 1'1 o c1 c ( I-!) 
The suq~;cstio11 11crc is to create a new type of 
node, the Feedback Collection Node (Type F) which would 
determine the net effect of all expenses and revenues en-
countered since the last decision node, and choose a path 
emanating from this node accordingly. Which of the paths 
emanating from the node to take would be determined through 
comparison of net value with n-1 critical,values, v1, 
vi,• •• , vn-1• If the net value of revenues and expenses 
as of the time that the F-node is encountered were below vi, 
... 
take path 1. If between vi-l, take path n. 
This new node would eliminate the need to use the 
. -
chance node to separate the results of a decision into 
. 
11 succes~ful" and "unsuccessful'' outcomes (or some finer 
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decision was made. 
to 
In11Jlcn1cr1t,1tion of tl1is cl1ar1~1e will require that 
one expense or rcvc11uc node be able to refer to anotl1er 
one by nunilicr .. 
4. D·ependent Activity and Event Characteristics 
This proposed change (really a set of related 
changes, all using the sam( tec11nic1ue) offers a limited 
but important capability to indicate a statistical de-
pendency between random variables. 
a. Complete deEendency of random variables (Q) 
The gist of this change is to be able to specify 
• for any "random" variable that the same random number be 
used as was used in generating some other random variable 
associated with a node or activity encountered earlier. 
This change requires that for each realization of the net-
work, the last random number used to generate a random 
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In all of the above Ccl se s I it docs r1ot rcall:i' matter 
which parameter is depenc1cr1t 011 \vl1icl1. Since it n1ay be 
difficult or impossible for the analyst to determine which 
of two dependent random variables will be encountered first, 
it is recommended that the two (or more) parameters be de-
clared mutually dependent. The program would then generate 
a random number for the first such random variable encountere~ 
and would recognize upon encountering the other(s) to use 
the original random number. This procedure becomes somewhat 
more complicated because of the possibility of multiple 
realizations of nodes and activities with related parameters. 
Bookkeeping to cover this case requires a count of the 
number of times that each of a set of dependent random 'i/ 
variables (perhaps more than two). has been generated. 
Despite the programming comple.xities, these capabilities 
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. . : :. t : c , \ ~ l 1 : i .: c· u l t i mate l y 
Soug}1t l.. n t \1 ·1 (· . • 1· --·. --i .. •. 1 '"'·"· (,,_.t I 1 ' ' . cl .. L l l < J U , ; l 1 
; t 11 c c~ )-: cl c t ci (~ t cl i 1 ::~; r cc i u .i r c 
.. 
f Ur~ t· }·1 ,--.1~ r- C <.· C : 1· . 11 . C . . .:., .. .__ 1 . . L . • 
spcc.i.r.·icc1licJr1 cJf sc)n1c ::D.rt of correlation facto1 .. between 
de l) c 11 cl c 11 t r a 11 c1 o n1 \' cl 1~ i cl b l e s . 
c. An alternate approach (H) 
A11 altcr11c:1Lc ~11J1Jroacl1 to the problem of dependency 
relationships, which would provide other capabilities as well 
is to express all types of random variables durations, 
monetary amounts, growth rates, and number of repetitions --
as functions of a more primitive set of random variables. 
Values for these more primitive random variables would be 
calculated and used for one full realization of the network. 
For example, a sales revenue might be expressed 
,, 
as the product of.three factors -- total market size, share 
of the market, and price per unit. 
... In the annual giving 
example of Chapter II, total donations within a range 
I 
might also be expressed i~ terms of three factors -- total 
number of alumni, proportion of alumni giving in this range, 
and average amount of a contribution. in this ra~ge. 
10ID 
) 
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•I,, 
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' ~1.' 
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Ca l c.; tl ! , 1 t l l) ft : ; t li il t 
... . .. . . . . ,I.' j ··. ! . . . . . ': c_ . ""'- ti-. l w 1 , ..• I- ; --- . ·-:·- iT :·-' ·~ -~-- ti,-~ ,r ·"''\. , ...... ! .-._. ~~- f ·:t" ff "@ + "'t"", ..... } ,., ~ -..• ~ .. ,..JJlC_( •.:: .. { <-l 11., .,._(Jfl (J .. (.. ~~,JH.f;C(1¥t. l< .. ,, ...... 11 ( ,. .... , .••• J,(:;;,l 
ia.b 1 c ::-1 •11.""c1u l c: l) (:: tl r1c1 l t1 z: i1 l , 
II ''·1 ,• .,.··, ~.-,, f .. . } 0 c.~t ... • dtd)l c,.JC 1. 
• • 
least . 1 ·1 f. . f } . . - ( ) ., ~ 11 :j , ,, • . •.. · . f1 . ·- - ,· T e · " · .,. ~.~ . -. .· • ,-, .,. · Ii • "· --. " · ·' · Pell. Ll~ ... .. 3._ ~· (1,, .,U ... C~lO.l .. :, (),... t )(, ~:.,(lr11L ,.J .. .trnl l.1 t. C :. dClC)r 8. • ~ ~ 
fa1uJt i!Jl ic·c1li\t(: O!JCI:c1ti<Jll:5 ilrC: tllC: n1r):;t. 
perm i t .i r1 ci c~ f i 11 i 11 r J t J1 c !'.) c f t1 11 ct i C) 11 !; o f 
f o l .l o \•.re cl lJ :/ 21 cl ci i t i \ 1 c o lJ·C r cl t i cJ 11 s • B ' - . . ' ' 1, ! >f , ,. ' < • r• ~ I • ) C \ 0 I 4 ( ~ L, 0 l C .} •cc t. Jt ( , / 
... 
111-
c l Ll s i o 11 c) f o t l1 c 1: f Ll r1 c t i o r1a 1 o IJ e r a t or s \•.r o ti l cl l) 1- o lJ .::1 lJ .1 :l 11 o t 
be U SC f ll l C 110 U ~; }1 t O j ll St i f :l t }1 C i r CO St • 
to 
This approach is felt to be more flexible in usage 
and easier to implen1er1t tl1an tl1e approach of parts a. and 
b. It is tl1erefore reconimended. 
s. Content of Output Statistics 
Following are recommended revisions to the statistics 
that are printed first for the timing analysis and secondly 
for the decision analysis sections of the model. 
a. Timing analysis statistics (L) 




- Node number. 
- End indication for expense and revenue nodes 
which themselves consume time. 
First realization statistics 
~ Number of simulations in which this node 
was realized at least once. 
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•.• , ..... ··11.' ll': • ;,. ,c-, (. ;·,· .• ·, .' ~r( .'~·.· !.· ... •, 
- i,Ui , -
' ,. . ~ -t' " "'f • '·• 
i .. • ~ ~ , . .,,,_ •. ;._ i ,. •. ,. 'I I t 
, • ' • -~ • '" -~ • ' .f• ; ~ "·,"' • 
,. C • l ' }: •• •1, t t o· ~, 
-- '... t_ ,, ... _ " . ., ... f, J. ~ .... ·- • ' • 
(J) ':t 1 ~ " . ... .... .,.,, ' •. i ... }li •• '4\ ••• 1 '* 1 •.• tr··; (c·).f"'; l <t.} lt f: m.o.r• th•.n. 
..... · ~ ... ... -• fl,. .. ( iii ,.. ,... C 1, t "" ·'" \_--: ._ 1i. -\, -_ ,.. , .- , -. • _ .. - _ . • • .-w:. "' .... , _j • '-i' Q 
·" 
or1e ~-('d,l1z~1t1011, bt1t i11clt1ding t)1c first ar1d 
1 a·. ~ ! i, ) d .1 L • 
'l" .· · • ., 1 
- 0 L.i;;l . nt1mbcr of realizations. 
rl J J !~Cd 1 i ;.: .:l L i O 11 S • 
- St , 1 r~, L ! r d (, i c· '- ~ i L1 t i c) r1 <) f l i rn c o f a 11 re a 1 i z at i on & 
(4) F . . I . . ., I · -. -1 ? · " · l lli.~ .... 1. t .. , .. ~. J .... 1.l L 1 ()I1 statistics (only if more 
t }1 cl !1 CJ I l C= • ) 
- Mc(111 tin1c of final realization .. 
- Standard deviation of time of final real-
i Z a t .1. 0 I1 • 
- Minin1L1n1 time of final realization. 
- Maximum time of final realization. 
b. I)ecisio11 analysis statistics (I-I) 
Suggested content for each decision node: 
(1) Identification 
- Node number • 
- Decision criterion. 
(2) Alternative evaluation (for- each path leading 
from the deci~ion node) 
• ·t' 
- Identification (by first node along path). 
- Value of criterion. 
- 21-point risk curve (cumulative percentage 
and.corresponding value). 
- · Mean of r-i-sk curve. 
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i=:L- 't __ ) ~- f 1 '!' to< l ~ I l • (__ J deviation of rlak curve. 
(J) 
'
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! ·' ' ·, ., - 1 • 'II • ' • l ' . ~ '( ·I .,. ! ,. • . . ,._. f. ..,. ... ' ... "" .... "'·· ..... " ( l J '\~ 
,.., f ir11t noclc along path) 
O f . 1. ~ .• ,-~·.1• ... , ·- t .,.. ! ( ... Ill' • ! • ' lit .. • • t, ., "", .... ; .... ,· ... , ,~ • a': ~ # . I ,.. I .: J I 1-, , Ji! , j ( ... IL' 1F- ..... 'fl' "" Ill .. .... ~ • ·- ~ ~ "" c~r itcr io,1 value. 
\
,I, -~ 
- ._f -~ .~I ~ • ( ., ,( T ~ ( _ill ... >.._ • ~. ' ,lo, 
6. Ac C ll r l .~·. • • ' ·, • ' ' .. Ii ~ ' •• ' ' • - ' Ii 1. . . #' • ' ••• . • ,,...,, t,., -, J ( _.:l .. ( J l al l ' 'l _ _;, ..... "- ~ ·- J t. -r ...... - ' • ) Ii.-, .i (. '\· ... 
--~ ~;-.c---cc- ... .....,..L.,- -··-: .__. -------~,,,_..,__. ___ ~, . ..-... ., ----•·_c._ ---- -~ -------- ~-., c....c-• -~"""----•""'-·- ~ 
I'. ' .. . ' ' . . r . hr• • ( , I . I ( ', '1•,• i n i f ' ; \ : , t 1' ,-. ' ; f (• • ,1 ( ., 1·1 ;-.·1 ng· e- s .. f; . ,., ' ' ~. • . ' -+ .. ~ ... "t . .,._ .A . • ' - ' 'I ' \_ • ,. ·- .•c..--:. "tr. a.re intended to 
Out [ .. J· tl t st· d·- t· 1· '"'•· 1· c ,. ·~'lL. .. .• ,~. 
a • l-1 i r1 i rn um nu rnlJ c r cJ f t i m .i ng re a l i z at i on s ( 0 ) 
C 1- c·, . 1 • -. - I ·1 -. 1 , ~ ' ) -1 r- · -111 -. t · , , 1--- . ._. , • L. C. , 1 • t . • , !. ~ ,_ . c l • t __ .. . . . 
number of t in1c !3 l r1,_1 t ' ·1 -·, - l ' . . 1. '', .-. L ,- .. C. Il ! . () C L ' , r71l'· '.. 1J' (• , t , , l_. , ~
s rJ,c c· if :l i 11~1 t:. l1c rni r.1 i mum 
rc:cl lizcci du1- ir1~J the 
timir1cf I f cl f t c r t 11 c r 1 u I n1J c .r o f t i n1 i 11 g r u 11 s c1I1c11,,rsi s . .... 
s !) cc i f i c d \•/ c1 s u s c ci u 1) , t 11 c n1 i r1 i n1 u n1 11 u nllJ c r of r ca l i at ions 
has r1ot lJccr1 fulfilled for all r1oc'ics, the11 t11e simulation 
would continue until this condition was satisfied for all 
nodes. 
Actually, this condition should apply only 
for nodes that have been realized at least once by the end 
of the normal number of timing runs. Especially when ex-
perimenting with multi-leveled decision networks, it is quite 
common to intend that certain nodes never be realized. 
b. Treatment of decision node in timing analysis 
(Q) 
During timing analysis, the effect of this 
change would be to treat the decision node the same as a 
' 
chance node with all paths equally probable. This would 
relieve the problem of interpretting timing statistics for 
nodes that can be realized along several.different decision 
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patha. Thi I w~• in the example• u .. d in 
Tl11tt chango wol1ld, hO'W'cvor. require a now 
Ii 1t ( • i f ( • l ' 'I. • • ; (. ·.• \!' '1 ,--i: (' '. ·{· ~ (. · ..• 
'• - : , ijl •. ji •, -- # 1 , ·* -- JI' " Iii '!II' i rf,.., . .I . ;_ • }\ l l t fl ,1 l l , it is felt thdt the 
net,.,· ' \ 'I• I I ~ l . .... ' ~ 
• 
c. cictail (?-!) 
-- ~.-.: • ,__ Ca -'"-' =------=----- __ ,_, _ _ 
!\ 1 1 · , ·, · ~ ·, , ·· · 1· •• • • , • .., • • • ·, , 1,. c· c·J "..\. g r e e o f ch o 1' c e i n t he· s 1~ z e I ,_ _ -· f_ · I i: '# -t - ·1. _,.. .., J ,,. ... . ., J (, l f ·11 I . .:.> ~ - -
0 f th If::*: re- t· a i T) ("• ( i 1' l ' : :_. ( ' ' : 1· '1 -. c• ~ -•" • • -_, .. ,.,. ... __ .. -· ... " . __ ., l-..i ,._ .• L,i, .. .,.,) • 
J;~ · · -, - 'Ir t j •' . l I - - . ( 5 // . t . ) ' 1 -- 1  , r: l ll - t. l ~ ('... . .} , .. ! 1 l. • .. 0 , , J.J () .l n t S 
JU r; t cl C l10 i CC lJ Ct \•lC C !1 2 l !) 0 i n t 9 
(1% intervals) would be a 
co 11 s i ci C! r (:1 l J l t> i rn i ) r c) ·v c~ rn c 11 t . 
. 
7. Pr <Jj r ~un t .i. In i r1g 
I;'()Jlc)\•.:ir1\J su~Jgested changes would result in a major 
• impro\1cn1L!nl to fJrogram timi11g. 
a • Ma 11 i rJ u 1 c.1 t i o 11 o £ c vent s • (H) 
' 
Tl1c 1-)ro(_;rc1rn cl1.rrcr1tly utilizes an array of 
pending events sc11edL1led 11ode occurrences that is maintained 
physically in time sequence. This entails data movement 
to sort the array each time an event is added or removed. 
A chain-sorted array would save considerable time. 
b. Storage of decision simulation results (H) 
Much the same situation exists in saving decision 
simulation results for ultimate use in developing the risk 
curve for a decision alternative. Each result is put into 
its proper place in a physically sequenced array as it is 
generated. A chain-sorted array, put into sequence once all 
results had been generated would be a great time-saver also • 
• 8. 
) 
D~ta Validity Checking 








-a. \ '~(~ 1, ' • ~ • ' \I' ..... ..l ... :, 
_';:-..;::~·.-:-:: "'-"l!IJII;.,. 
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b. 
activity. 
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c. .. _.. ,' ,. .. fl V .. --C. t .L J ·, n1011otonic it \t of est .imates. {M) 
I .,,, '' l 1 1·· · , ii ... :, "' •- t._. tr1c1t t}-1c: tlirc:c· t'.:;r.i.rn.-1t.c:; 1:equired for many 
Parameter S "::11-c• c• l. ,r,t 1!") ---J 1· 11 1-·" r-1 ··)· ., 1·1 1· c·,_: 1 11,r - - C4 • . , . l_ , L ~. I t) • ( L (J 1, • U .J .i11crcasi11g or decreasing, 
i . e • a ~ m ~ b or lJ L 111 L 21 • 
d. Pr obab .i lit'/ sununc1 t ion. (H) 
InsL1rc t11at IJrc)}Jcll)ilities of all activities 
emanating from a c}1a11cc r1odc sun1 to one. 
e. Verify legal node type. (H) 
Insure that the designated node type is a legal 
option. 
f. Verify legal criterion type. (L) 
Insure that the designated criterion type for 
decision nodes is a legal option. 
g. Verify reference to utility curv,e. (M) 
Insure that utility curve number referenced 




Identify unreferenced utility qurves. (L) 
Insure that each defined utility curve is refer-
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2. Job Title card - A single card containing a 
descriptive Job title. 
3. NocJcr c:dtc1s - One ca,rd for each node in the Info-
Ci Si On 11 Ct \rl() r k . 
4. 1\cti\rity ca,rds - One ca,rd for each activity in 
JJ a i 1 · t) f 11 c) c] e s • 
'" 
5 .. lj t .i 1 i t :l D c f i 11 .i t i C) z1 c cl r ci s - 011 c c) 1~ n1 CJ 1· c c cl r c 1 s 
wh icl1 n1a>: i n1izc e.>-: £)·CC tcd t1 ti 1 it :l 
All cards arc fixed-format. 
( De c i s i cJ r 1 C r .i. L c r: .i c ) r 1 Li ) • 
all fields of all card types are given in Tables A-1 thru 
A-5. In these tables, requirements unique to Info-Cision-
II are noted with an asterisk (*) next to the field name. 
Several Info-Cision jobs may be combined in one run by 
stacking complete Info-Cision decks one after another in 
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